In the theory of automata and formal languages, the undecidability of various properties has been studied for specific classes of languages. Here we abstract the essence of various proofs of undecidability and find wide classes of properties and general conditions on families of languages such that these proofs of undecidability hold. The paper also illustrates the manner in which the degree of undecidability of a property changes as we consider more and more complicated families of languages.
INTRODUCTION
In the theory of automata and formal languages, the undecidability of various properties has been studied for specific classes of languages. The purpose of this paper is to abstract the essence of why certain properties in language theory are undecidable and then give proofs of their undecidability without relying on specific peculiarities of the different families of languages.
The results of this paper show that many properties of families of languages are undecidable because of the "ability to count" or "compare" in these languages. Intuitively, if a family of languages contains the set {anb n [ n >/1} and is closed under some simple closure properties, then it has the "ability to count"; for example, the AFL generated by {anb ~ In ~ 1} is such a family of languages. To capture this intuitive concept of "counting" we define a counter machine and then relate the valid computations of a counter machine to Turing machine computations and to families of languages containing the set {a'~b n ] n ~ 1}. On the one hand, it is shown that every recursively enumerable set is a homomorphic image of the set of valid computations of some counter machine. On the other hand, it is shown that if a family of languages .LP (with some closure properties) contains the set {anb n I n ~ 1} then the valid computations of any counter machine can be represented as an intersection of two languages in ~. These results are then used to derive several undecidability results for families of languages containing the set {a'~b'~[n ~ 1}. For example, for any recursive AFL containing {a'*b ~ ] n ~ 1} the problems of containment, equivalence and equivalence to * This research has been supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant G J-155 and G J-96. X* are undecidable and of Turing degree 1. To illustrate the manner in which the degree of undecidability of a property changes, as we consider more complicated families of languages, we impose additional closure properties on families of languages and establish the degree of unsolvability for various properties. This approach reveals a well defined structuring of the undecidable problems and permits a systematic study of these problems and their relation to various families of automata.
The paper concludes with the conjecture that if two different AFL's both contain the set {anb n [ n ~ 1} then the problem of deciding whether a language from one of the AFL's is in the other is undecidable of Turing degree 2. The conjecture is supported by an illustrative proof of a special case of this conjectured result and the knowledge that such proofs can be given for most common AFL's. Nevertheless, no general proof exists.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we make precise the concepts used in this paper and derive preliminary results. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts in formal languages [1] and with the notion of Turing reducibility [2] .
We shall be concerned with families of languages which possess properties common to many families of languages which arise naturally in the study of automata theory and formal languages.
Let ~' be an infinite set of symbols. A family of languages ~q~ is a nonempty collection of languages, containing at least one nonempty language, with the property that for each L in ~o there is a finite set 271 C I such that L C 271".1
In [3] an abstract model of an automaton was introduced which is sufficiently general to encompass most known types of automata. It was shown that any family of languages defined by a class of automata must have certain basic properties. Namely, the class must contain all regular sets and be closed under inverse finite state transducer mappings, 2 and marked +? a Let X l be a finite set of symbols and let a be a symbol not in 11 . Then forL1 C_ 11. ' (aLl)+ is the marked + ofL I .
Since many families of languages are defined by automata we shall be especially concerned with families which possess these properties.
Families of languages defined by one-way nondeterministic automata have been characterized by their closure properties [4] . These families, called abstract families of languages, have additional structure in which we are also interested. An abstract family of languages (abbreviated AFL) is a family of languages closed under the operations of U, ", +, c-free homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. We note in passing that if an AFL .9' contains a language L such that ~ is in L, then ~ contains all regular sets.
To give precise meaning to the idea of "counting" we now introduce the concept of a counter machine. Intuitively, the counter machine is a one register machine (the register is capable of holding an arbitrary integer) which can multiply the content of its register by one of a finite number of multiplicands, branching if the resulting product is not an integer. More precisely, let K be a finite set of states with two distinguished elements q0 and ql, qo :~ ql, called the initial and final states. Let a be a new symbol. Let a n, n an integer, be the string consisting of n a's. A configuration of M is a string of the form qa i, q in K. For each integer n, we write qa n ~--pa ~n if (q, k, p, r) is a quadruple of M and kn is an integer. We write qa n ~ ra n if (q, k, p, r) is a quadruple of M and kn is not an integer. Fact 1. It is known that ifL C{1, 2}* is the set of strings accepted by a Turing machine, then a counter machine M can be effectively constructed such that qo a~ ~-qla J if and only if i = x t + 3x 2 q-32x3 + "-+ 3'*-lxn and XlX 2 ... x~ is in L. 4 This result, in a slightly different formulation, is due to M. Minsky [5] and an exposition of it can be found in Chapter 6 [1].
Let % = qo az~, ~i, ~ ,..., O~n-1, ~,~ ~ qra* be configurations of a counter machine M where %. ~ ~+t, 0 ~< j < n. Then qo a qo a~ qo a4 "" qo a~-I o~0o~ 1 ~ 0~ n is said to be a valid computation of M. Let LM denote the set of all valid computations of M and let /S,~ denote the set of all invalid computations of M (i.e., L~ is the complement of LM with respect to some 27* containing L~, Z finite). Degree 1 is the degree of the halting problem. Degree 2 is the jump of degree 1. computation qo a ~--qla j. To do this we add new states and quadruples to M which serve to first convert a 2x1+3"2+'+3"-1~" to a z~"+"~"-~+ +~"-~'a and in so doing, the sequence of states in this part of the valid computation is such that one of two special states (8 or 9) appears each time an x~ is determined to be a 1 or 2, respectively. Then the homomorphism h which maps these two states onto 1 and 2, respectively, and every other symbol on the null string, yields xax 2 ... x~, as desired. The details of the construction follow:
_/17/has states KU {1, 2,..., 18}, start state 1 and final state ql. 3I has all quadruples of M plus the quadruples n below. States I and 2 convert the contents of the counter from 2 i to 3 i (la2~ -3a 3~) causing the counter machine M to enter state 3. This is an initialization step and states 1 and 2 are never entered again. States 3 through 18 comprise a loop. One traversal of the loop transforms the counter's contents from 2 raised to the power 3m-1Xx -~-3~-2X~ -? "'" + X~ times 3 raised to the power x,~+x -r 3x,~+~+." + 3n-m-lxn to 2 raised to the power 3rex1 + 3~'-1x2 -k "'" + x,~+l times 3 raised to the power xm+2 + 3x,,,+3 § "'" -k 3n-'~-2x, and determines if x,,+l is 1 or 2. Either state 8 or 9 is entered in the process depending on whether Xm+ 1 is 1 or 2 respectively. Specifically, states 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 cause i qoa2,7 LJ/::'J j = 0 mod 3 7 3a2i3~ ~--1 8a2iTL~/ZJ j ~-1 mod 3 [ 9a 2iTLz~J j = 2 mod 3.
State qo is the exit from the loop and is entered once all x,~ have been computed. State 8 causes the count to be multiplied by 5 (8a2/7J~ --lla 2~5"7j) and states 9 and 10 cause the count to be multiplied by 5 2 (9a 2~7~ ~-a2iSZTJ). Note that state 8 is entered if xm is a 1 and state 9 is entered if x,,~ is a 2 as is claimed. States 11, 12, 13 and 14 convert the count from 2i5k7 j to 53i+k7 ~ and state 15 is entered. States 15 and 16 convert the count from 5i7 ~ to 2~7 i. Finally states 17 and 18 convert the count from 2i7 s to 2~3 j and the loop is reentered via state 3. Finally h(Lb) = L, as was to be shown.
PROPERTIES OF LANGUAGES
In this section we shall consider properties defined on classes of languages arising in automata theory which are sub-families of the recursively enumerable sets. We shall be particularly concerned with the way the decidability of properties change as we examine more and more complicated sub-families.
Since we are primarily concerned with families of languages arising in automata theory and their usual representations, we can avoid the tedious technical difficulties associated with a complete and rigorous treatment of representations by using only the standard representations of automata theory. For example, finite automata for the regular sets, context-free grammars for the context-free languages, linearly bounded automata for context sensitive languages and so on.
Furthermore, we consider only families of recursive sets such that there is an effective procedure for enumerating the names of the sets and that there is an algorithm such that given the name of a set and a string, the algorithm will determine whether or not the string is in the set. When we say that a family of languages is closed under an operation such as union, we mean that the family is effectively closed in the sense that given names of languages L 1 and L2, we can effectively determine the name of L 1 U L 2 .
Let ~ be the smallest family of languages containing the set {anb~]n ~ 1}, containing all regular sets and closed under inverse deterministic finite state transducer mappings and marked +. Let ~ be the smallest AFL containing {anb n ] n ~ 0}. We now show that L M is the intersection of two sets in ~ and that L M is in ~. As a corollary we obtain the result that every recursively enumerable set is the homomorphic 7 [j/31 means integer part of j/3. image of the intersection of two languages from ~a 9 Note that this is a stronger result than Lemma 4.2 of [6] where it was shown that every recursively enumerable set is the homomorphic image of a finite intersection of languages from ~a. To do this one needs only define a deterministic finite state transducer G such that
To simplify the construction we assume without loss of generality that the quadruple for q0 has k --2. Since s is closed under marked + and inverse deterministic finite state transducer mappings, this shows thatL 1 is in ~a 9 In order to understand G, let (q, k, ql, r) be a quadruple of M. Then G maps L 1 into (c{a~b ~ In >/ 1})* by mapping qoa"qo a2~ onto ca2"b2n; qanra n onto canb n, and qanqla k~* onto caanb k'~ if k > 1 and onto ca~b ~ otherwise.
The definition of G follows: This corollary is a stronger version of a previously known result. Namely that every recursively enumerable set was a homomorphic image of the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages [7] . THEOm~M 2. L u is in the least AFL ~q~ containing {anb ~ J n > 0}. P, ooy.
Let L = {qanpa j I conditions (i), (ii), (iii) hold}. q = P = qo implies j :7~ 2n. (q, k, p, r) a quadruple of M and kn an integer implies kn -/=j. (q, k, r, p) a quadruple of M implies either that kn is an integer or j :7~ n.
Since s contains all regular sets and is closed under union and product we need only show that L is in s By a construction similar to that in Theorem 1 we can show that L is a transducer mapping of {a% n I n ~ 0}. Thus L M is in the least AFL s containing {a~b~ln ~ 1}.
We now show how various decision problems escalate as the underlying family of languages becomes more complicated. In what follows one may think of *~a as representing families similar to the deterministic context-free languages, the least AFL containing {anb ~ ] n ~ 0} as representing families similar to the context-free languages and a family containing .s and closed under intersection as representing families defined by tape bounded Turing machines. Proof. Equivalence is Turing reducible to containment since L 1 -~ L~ if and only if L 1 _C L~ and L 2 _C L 1 . Equivalence to 27" is a special case of equivalence and hence Turing reducible to equivalence. By fact 2 equivalence to 27* is at least of degree 1 since/'M is in .s It remains to show that containment is of at most degree 1.
But L 1 _C L~ is equivalent to Vx (x in L 1 ~ x in L~). Since L 1 and L~ are recursive (x inL 1 =~ x inLz) is a recursive predicate and hence containment is at most degree 1.
Remark. In [8] it was shown that if -~' is a family of languages effectively closed under union and under concatenation by regular sets and if equivalence to 271" is undecidable, for s then every nontrivial property on .s162 which is true for all regular sets and is preserved by inverse gsm, union with {E), and intersection with regular sets is undecidable. Thus we note in passing that if 5e is an "effective" AFL containing {a "b~ I n ~ 0}, then any such property is undecidable. Furthemore, if the property can be expressed as a recursive predicate preceeded by a single quantifier, then the property is precisely of Turing degree 1. 
COROLLARY. It is of Turing degree 2 to determine if an arbitrary context-free, nondeterministic one-way stack or context-sensitive language is
(1) cofinite; (2) regular; (3) deterministic context-free; (4) deterministic one-way stack language. emptiness is at least Turing degree 1 and finiteness at least Turing degree 2. But emptiness is equivalent to Vx (x q~L) and finiteness is equivalent to 3n Vx (either Ix] <norxisinL).
We now consider the situation where we have two AFL's both of which contain {a'b '~ [n ~ O) and ask if a language in one AFL is in the other. We conjecture that 57I/4/4-6 the question, if nontrivial, is of Turing degree 2. We can show this for the common AFL's such as the context-free languages, the context sensitive languages, the oneway stack languages, the least AFL containing {a"b~cnln >/0} and many others but have no general proof. In each case the proof seems to hinge on a specific property of the AFL's in question. In Theorem 6 we prove the conjecture for a specific case which covers several of the above. 
